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Conference Foreword

Welcome to the Proceedings of the 7th Australian Security and Intelligence Conference in Perth, Western Australia. It is with great pleasure that we introduce a wide spectrum of research originated articles that reflect the broad and multi-dimensional nature of Security Science. In our view, these articles demonstrate the diversity of the security domain and the need for cross discipline analysis and collaboration in order to undertake beneficial research in the security and intelligence domains.

All articles were double blind peer-reviewed before acceptance into the conference for Presentation and publication. Nevertheless, such a conference is not possible without the many willing volunteers who follow through with their commitment of review. We would like to take this opportunity to thank the conference committee, administrators and importantly, article reviewers for their tireless efforts in this regard.

To our sponsors and supporters also a vote of thanks for both the financial and moral support provided to the conference. Finally, to the student volunteers and staff of the ECU Security Research Institute – your efforts as always are appreciated and invaluable.

Yours sincerely

Conference Chair
Professor Nara Srinivasan
Security Research Institute, Edith Cowan University
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